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The behavior in solution of original structures of amphiphilic partially natural copolymers 
based on polyoxazoline (POx) (poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline)) and grape seed vegetable oil 
derivatives (linear, T- and trident-structure) are investigated. The results show that such 
systems are found,using dynamic light scattering (DLS), to spontaneously self-organize into 
monomodal, narrow-size and stable nanoparticles in aqueous medium. The obtained 
hydrodynamic diameters (Dh) range from 8.6 up to 32.5 nm. Specifically, such size increases 
strongly with increasing natural block (i.e. lipophilic species) length due to higher 
hydrophobic interactions (from 10.1 nm for C19 to 19.2 nm for C57). Furthermore, increasing 
the polyoxazoline (i.e. hydrophilic block) length leads to a moderate linear increase of the Dh-
values. Therefore, the first order size effect comes from the natural lipophilic block whereas 
the characteristic size can be tuned more finely (i.e. in a second order) by choosing 
appropriately the polyoxazoline length. The DLS results in terms of characteristic size are 
corroborated using nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), and also by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging where well-
defined, spherical and individual nanoparticles exhibit a very good mechanical resistance 
upon drying. Moreover, changing the lipophilic block architecture from linear to T-shape and 
keeping the same molar mass generates a branching and thus a shrinking by a factor of 2 of 
the nanoparticle volume, as shown by DLS. In this paper, we clearly show that the self-
assemblies of amphiphilic block copolymer obtained from grape seed vegetable oil 
derivatives (sustainable renewable resources) as well as their tunability are of great interest 
for biomass valorization at the nanoscale level. 
 
Introduction: 
 
Combining polymers having different properties allows to obtain interesting architectures[1] 
such as linear block copolymers, star-shape copolymers, graft copolymers or dendrimers.[2,3] 
Amphiphilic diblock copolymers are especially interesting for their self-assembling properties 
in liquid medium and their ability to produce soft objects[4,5]such as micelles, vesicles[6]or 
polymersomes.[7] The size of these soft objects ranges from few nanometers to hundred 
micrometers[8] and the resulting self-organization properties are used in a wide range of 
applications such as emulsifiers[9]and stabilizers for food or cosmetics. Other important 
application fields are nanotechnologies[10] and drug delivery since the self-assembling of 
copolymers allows the formation of nanoreactors and the encapsulation of active molecules 
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such as drugs.[11,12]So far, diblock copolymers were mainly obtained from petroleumorigin but 
the rarefaction of fossil resources is now favoring research focusing on the development and 
the characterization of fully or partially bio-based copolymers. Many investigations concern 
now the synthesis of non-ionic copolymers and the study of their physico-chemical properties. 
More recently, fully bio-sourced copolymers have been reported such as alkyl 
polyglycosides,[13] glycolipids,[14] lipids linked to polyglycerol,[15] glycoproteins forming 
vesicles,[16] oligosaccharides linked to hydrophobized oligosaccharides forming micelles[17] or 
nucleolipids leading to various supramolecular assemblies.[18] Partially bio-sourced 
copolymers can be divided into two main categories: copolymers based on sugar derivatives 
or based on lipids. Within the first family, various glycopolymers associating responsive 
poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) and oligosaccharides such as linear maltoheptaose,[19] branched 
xyloglucooligosaccharide[20] or cyclic β-cyclodextrin[21] were synthesized and their ability to 
form nanoparticles or vesicles was also investigated. Glycopolymers linked to a polystyrene 
block were reported to self-organize into films with inter-domain spacing of about 10 nm 
which underwent transition phase in presence of bipyridine.[22]Specific glycopolymers 
containing a silicon-based block[23]and fluorescent π-conjugated poly(3-hexylthiophene)[24] 
showed interesting organization behaviors in periodic films made by approximately 5 nm 
diameter cylinders (in dry state) and vesicles (in liquid state), respectively. The second 
category gathers lipopolymers based on vegetable oils or their derivatives and a hydrophilic 
block such as polyacrylamide,[25] poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) or peculiar polyoxazolines such 
as poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline), poly(2-ethyl-2-oxazoline) or poly(2-(2-N-pyrrolidonylethyl)-
2-oxazoline).[26] The most reported lipopolymer is based on PEO since it is easily available 
and its physical properties in solution are well-known. For instance, lipid mono-and di-end 
capped PEO molecules were found to self-assemble in micelle and flower-like micelle, 
respectively. An analysis in the dilute regime showed that the effective interaction radius was 
close to the hydrodynamic radius. Moreover, a study inthe semi-dilute regime indicated that 
micelles were organized in a liquid-like ordered structure,[27]and recent investigations proved 
that they were good emulsifiers especially for high internal phase emulsions.[9,28] More 
complex structures such as PEO-phosphatidyl ethanolamine were investigated for drug 
delivery systems because they had a low critical micelle concentration (CMC) (about 10-6 mol 
L-1), a good drug loading with an efficiency varying between 1.5 and 50% of introduced 
molecules and a high retention (over 75%).[3,29]One may also add that lipopolymers based on 
polyoxazoline, especially on poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) (POx), were found to have similar 
behavior as PEO-based ones in terms of self-organization and biomedical 
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requirements.[26,30]Furthermore, poly(2-methyl-2-oxazoline) has been proved to be non-toxic 
whereas recent studies highlighted the bioaccumulation of PEO chains into human 
organisms.[31,32] Only few lipopolymers based on lipidic chain and poly(2-methyl-2-
oxazoline), so-called LipoPOx, have been synthesized and reported in the literature (Figure 
1).On one hand, dialkyl-lipopolymers based on 1,2-O-dioctadecyl-sn-glycerol (Figure 1b),[33] 
disteaorylphosphatidylethanolamine (Figure 1c)[34]and 1,2-didodecanoylpropyl (Figure 1d)[31] 
were developed. So far, they have been studied in air-water interface as mono-layer[35-39] or 
supported membranes[40,41] but never in solution. On other hand, lipid mono- and di-end 
capped POx molecules, leading thus to linear AB (Figure 1a)[42] and BAB[43] structures, were 
studied in solution as reported by Volet et al.[42,43] Nano-hairy micelles were observed and the 
influence of the lipophilic and hydrophilic parts on theradius of gyrationwas studied by small-
angle neutron scattering in deuterated dichloromethane and water.[44] Fluorimetry and 
viscosimetry analyses were also performed and the effect of adding cyclodextrin in order to 
reduce hydrogen bonding was detailed.[42] Recently, we have developed LipoPOx based on 
castor oil by modifying natural hydroxylated groups with tosylate groups to obtain 
macroinitiator for the polymerization of 2-methyl-2-oxazoline (Figure 1e).[45] Such 
lipopolymers were found to form aggregates in solution and star morphologies in solid 
state.[45] To the best of our knowledge, the self-assembly in water and in organic solvents of 
complex structures of LipoPOx has never been detailed in the literature. 
In the present paper, the behavior in solution of original structures of LipoPOx is investigated. 
These lipopolymers are based on either fatty esters or triglycerides bearing one poly(2-
methyl-2-oxazoline) chain grafted on one fatty chain, in the case of the triacylglycerol (Figure 
1f and 1g, respectively). The synthesis of such structures was described in our previous 
paper[46] and the present contribution reports the study of the self-assembly of LipoPOx in 
aqueous medium by dynamic light scattering (DLS) associated with various complementary 
techniques such as nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA), atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The influence of both lipophilic and 
hydrophilic parts on the particle size is investigated as well as the behavior of self-assembled 
mixtures of two different lipopolymers. Finally, the effect of adding an immiscible solvent 
(water / toluene) on the particle size is highlighted. 
 
Experimental section: 
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Synthesis: The synthesis of the copolymers based on polyoxazoline and grape seed vegetable 
oil (GSO) or fatty ester (methyloleate (MO))wasextensively described in our previous joint 
publication mainly focused on chemistry.[46] 
 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS): DLS measurements were performed at CERMAV[47,48] 
using an apparatus of type ALV/CGS-8F S/N 069 (ALV, Langen, Germany)[49] equipped with 
a 35 mW red helium-neon linearly polarized laser operating at a wavelength of 632.8 nm 
(JDSU, Milpitas, USA) and an ALV/LSE-5004 multiple τ digital correlator with a 125 ns 
initial sampling time. The aqueous copolymer suspensions were successively filtered through 
0.45 and then 0.1 µm hydrophilic PTFE syringe filters (Whatman, Maidstone, UK), loaded in 
10 mm diameter cylindrical cells and thermalized at a constant temperature of 25.0±0.1 °C 
prior to measurement. The wave vector modulus (q) is equal to (4πn/Ȝ)sin(θ/2) where n 
represents the refractive index of the pure solvent (or pure solvent mixture), Ȝ is the laser 
wavelength and θ designates the scattering angle. Data were collected typically for a counting 
time of 120 s at different scattering angles ranging from 20 to 155°(i.e.4.59×10-3 ≤ q ≤ 
2.58×10-2 nm-1 in pure water)by step of 5° using the digital ALV correlator control software. 
The reproducibility of the carried out measurements was checked at least 3 times. The 
relaxation time distribution was obtained using the CONTIN analysis[50,51] of the 
autocorrelation function (g(2)-1). 
 
Ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometry: The aqueous copolymer suspensions were checked 
at CERMAV with the help of a Cary 50 Bio ultraviolet-visible spectrophotometer 
(Varian/Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, USA) not to absorb light at the helium-neon laser 
wavelength used in DLS experiments (i.e. 632.8 nm), thus avoiding local convection currents. 
Indeed, at 2 mg mL-1 and 632.8 nm, no local maximum or shoulder is present and the 
absorbances are typically 5.93×10-3 after removal of the solvent signal (data not shown). 
 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM): Sample preparation was done as follows: Silica wafers 
were thoroughly washed with Milli-Q water characterized by a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm, 
with acetone and then for 2 h with fuming nitric acid. They were subsequently rinsed with 
Milli-Q water and acetone. Then, the aqueous copolymer suspensions at 0.04 mg mL-1 were 
successively filtered through 0.45 and then 0.1 µm hydrophilic PTFE syringe filters 
(Whatman, Maidstone, UK) and 50 ȝL were dropped onto the silica wafers which were 
allowed to dry for 4 days in an exicator under static vacuum in presence of silica gel. AFM 
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imaging was carried out at ICMG at room temperature using a Pico Plus commercial 
instrument (Molecular Imaging, Phoenix, USA). A 100×100 µm2 piezoelectric scanner was 
used and 512×512 data points were acquired. Images were obtained in tapping mode using 
silicon tips with a spring constant of 48 N m-1 and a resonance frequency of approximately 
190 kHz (Vista Probes, Phoenix, USA). Data treatment (i.e. height measurement after 
baseline correction only) and presentation were realized with the help of the Gwyddion 
software. 
 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM): Sample preparation was done as follows: The 
aqueous copolymer suspensions at 0.04 mg mL-1 were successively filtered through 0.45 and 
then 0.1 µm hydrophilic PTFE syringe filters (Whatman, Maidstone, UK) and 4 ȝL 
weredropped onto glow discharged carbon coated copper grids. Then, 4 ȝL of a 2 w/v% 
aqueous uranyl acetate negative stain solution was added prior to complete drying. After a 
few minutes, the excess liquid was blotted with filter paper and the grids were allowed to dry 
for one day in presence of silica gel. TEM imaging was performed at CERMAV using a 
CM200 microscope operating at 80 kV (Philips/FEI, Hillsboro, USA). Images were recorded 
on SO163 films (Kodak, Rochester, USA) and the nanoparticle mean diameters were 
determined with the Scandium software. 
 
Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA): NTA was carried out at CERMAV using a 
LM10HSoptical microscope setup equipped with a camera and a chamber mounted on the 
modified microscope stage (Nanosight, Amesbury, UK). The original aqueous copolymer 
suspension at 2 mg mL-1 was diluted with Milli-Q water down to 0.08 mg mL-1 and 
introduced into the chamber by a syringe. A video clip of the nanoparticles submitted to their 
natural Brownian motion was captured over 30 s at 25.0 °C and analyzed by the analytical 
software version 2.1. 
 
Results and Discussion: 
 
1. LipoPOx copolymer self-assembly in water[52] / Effect of the lipophilic block length: 
The synthesis of the copolymers based on polyoxazoline and grape seed vegetable oil or fatty 
ester (LipoPOx) was reported elsewhere.[46] L-C18-POxn designates a linear structure made 
with an alkyl chain (Figure 1a) where n is the oxazoline monomer unit number (n), T-MO-
POxnrepresents a T-structure made with a fatty ester especially methyloleate (MO) (Figure 1f) 
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and Tri-GSO-POxn designates a trident-structure made with a triglyceride of grape 
seedvegetable oil(GSO) (Figure 1g). When LipoPOx are mixed with water,[52] they 
spontaneously self-assemble as deduced from the dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments 
(Figure 2) carried out in a wide range of scattering angles. Indeed, the relaxation time 
distributions obtained from the autocorrelation functions (g(2)-1) and showed at a scattering 
angle of 40, 90 and 140° for T-MO-POx25 and Tri-GSO-POx23 exhibit a monomodal and 
narrow exponential decay (Figure 2a and 2b). From the x-positions of the relaxation time 
distribution maxima (1/Γ), the proportional dependence of the Γ-values (i.e.the relaxation 
frequencies) on the square of the wave vector modulus (q2)(Figure 2c and 2d) is attributed to 
the Brownian diffusive motion of particles.[53,54] Indeed, internal modes such as the Rouse or 
Zimm modes are preferentially probed in conditions such as qDG>4[53,55,56] what is presently 
not at all fulfilled(DGdesignates the mean-square diameter of gyration and is in the same order 
of magnitude as the hereafter given Dh-values). Moreover, transient uncontrolled aggregates 
are not observed. The slope of Γ = f(q2) dependence is equal to the diffusion coefficient (D) of 
the particles from which the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh)[57]of the particles is calculated for 
each sample using the well-known Stokes–Einstein equation.[58,59] The so-calculated Dh-
values are 10.1 and 19.2 nm for T-MO-POx25 and Tri-GSO-POx23, respectively (Figure 2c 
and 2d). These two LipoPOx copolymersystems differ only by their lipophilic blocks, and 
particularly their lengths (C19 for the fatty ester-based T-MO-POx25 and C57 for the 
triglyceride-based Tri-GSO-POx23). Thus, a higher aggregation number needs to be reached 
in the case of Tri-GSO-POx23 to have an efficient stabilization by the hydrophilic block (i.e. 
polyoxazoline), driving the self-organization in aqueous medium towards a much bigger 
characteristic size.Similar experimentaland modeling tendency as a function of the lipophilic 
block length was observed for other amphiphilic block copolymers such as poly(styrene-b-4-
vinylpyridine).[60]Furthermore, Volet et al.[43,44] reported that, for a moderate change in the 
lipophilic block length (i.e. by 50 %, from C12 to C18), the characteristic size in 
dichloromethane remains constant whatever for similar linear diblock[44] or similar linear 
triblock lipophilic/hydrophilic/lipophilic systems.[43] The evolution of the lipophilic block 
length is, for the present systems, much more drastic (i.e. by 200 %, from C19 to C57). 
Experimentally, the critical micelle concentration (CMC) is found to be equal to 0.01 – 0.02 
mg mL-1 as determined by fluorescence and DLS experiments for Tri-GSO-POx23 in water 
(data not shown). The CMC-values published by Volet et al.[42]and determined by 
fluorescence measurements in water were in the same order of magnitude. Thus, the 
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copolymer concentrations used in the present contribution (from 0.04 to 4 mg mL-1) are 
higher than our CMC-value, guaranteeing the self-assembling. 
 
2. Effect of the lipophilic block structure on the LipoPOx copolymer self-assembly in 
water: 
So as to better apprehend the influence of the lipophilic block structure on the self-assembly, 
the Dh-values are measured by DLS for L-C18-POx26 (having a linear shape) and T-MO-POx25 
(having a T-shape) copolymer suspensions (Figure 3). The lipophilic block molecular weight 
is almost the same for both compounds (254 versus 297 g mol-1), their architectures only 
differ from one to another. The Dh-value decreases by 16 % from the linear to the T-shape. 
This result confirms that a branched polymer has a smaller characteristic size than a linear 
polymer (all other things being held constant and particularly the molecular weight).[61,62] This 
behavior was already reported for polystyrene[63] and even for polyelectrolytes.[64] The 
contraction is characterized by the so-called shrinking factor defined as the ratio at the power 
3 of the Dh-values of the T-structure to the linear structure.[61,62] It is equal to 0.596, meaning 
that the spherical nanoparticle volume is roughly divided by a factor of 2 when modifying the 
lipophilic block structure. 
 
3. T-MO-POxn (having a T-shape) copolymer self-assembly in water / Effect of the 
hydrophilic block length: 
In order to probe the influence of the hydrophilic block length on the self-assembly, the Dh-
values are measured by DLS for T-MO-POxn copolymer suspensions from n = 0 to 55 (Figure 
4). The error bars relatively to the LipoPOx copolymers are small (typically 4 % in relative 
value), indicating a satisfying reproducibility of the measurements. For n = 0, the compound 
corresponds simply to hydroxylated methyloleate (i.e. methyloleate functionalized with 2-
mercaptoethanol).[46] Its lipophilic character is not counter-balanced by numerous hydrophilic 
functional groups (only one alcohol function and one ester function per 374 g mol-1molecule), 
thus leading to a large characteristic size of 314 nm and a high relative standard deviation of 8 
% (versus typically 30 times less and 4 % for the three compounds whose n-value differs from 
0). With increasing n-values, the Dh-values increase linearly but moderately (Figure 4). The 
characteristic size increases by 73 % when n increases by 323 %. It means that the first order 
size effect comes from the lipophilic block (as discussed in paragraph 1) whereas the 
characteristic size can be tuned more finely (i.e. in a second order) by choosing appropriately 
the hydrophilic block length. Such a linear behavior was reported on similar linear triblock 
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alkane/POx/alkane systems.[43] Furthermore, the stability of the copolymer suspensions, 
particularly for T-MO-POx13 at 2 mg mL-1 in water, is successfully checked using DLS over 
an aging time of 30 days in terms of Dh-value (8.7±0.2versus 8.6±0.2 nm at short times, 
Figure 4), relaxation time distribution and scattering intensity (data not shown): No 
sedimentation, no coalescence or uncontrolled aggregation are observed. The experimentally 
obtained Dh-values (typically 10 nm) are too small to envisage static light scattering 
measurements aiming at getting information on the molar mass or the nanoparticle 
morphology such as the form factor. For this reason, microscopic techniques are used 
hereafter. 
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging are 
performed on T-MO-POx25 (Figure 5a and 5c).Well-defined spherical nanoparticles are 
observed on the substrates. They are individual and no sign of coalescence upon drying is 
observed. Statistic treatment of the images carried out on few hundred nanoparticles gives by 
AFM measurements the average height HAFM, MAX = 7.7 nm and by TEM measurements the 
average diameter DTEM, MAX = 8.9 nm (Figure 5b and 5d). Both values are within experimental 
error in very good agreement, and as expected slightly smaller than the value Dh = 10.2 nm 
obtained in the swollen state by DLS (Figure 4). 
 
4. Tri-GSO-POxn (having a trident-shape) copolymer self-assembly in water / Effect of 
the hydrophilic block length: 
The Dh-values are measured by DLS for Tri-GSO-POxn copolymer suspensions from n = 0 up 
to 56 (Figure 6a). The obtained profile is quite comparable with the one measured for the T-
shape compounds (Figure 4). However, for any given n-value, the Dh-values are higher 
(typically 2 times bigger, except for n = 0) for Tri-GSO-POxn due to their longer lipophilic 
blocks and thus stronger lipophilic character in aqueous medium. 
In order to complete the DLS results indicating the presence of nano-objects, nanoparticle 
tracking analysis (NTA)is carried out onTri-GSO-POx56 at 0.08 mg mL-1 in water (Figure 6b). 
The values n = 11 and 23 cannot be probed since the expected characteristic sizes are at the 
low resolution limit (i.e. about 20 – 30 nm for organic systems due to their moderate 
nanoparticle refractive indexes compared to inorganic systems).[65-67] The nanoparticles are 
illuminated by a laser and tracked individually in a video clip filmed with a charge-coupled 
device (CCD) camera. Those that just undergo natural Brownian motion[68] in their liquid 
medium are taken in account by the software, their diffusion coefficients are individually 
estimated from which their hydrodynamic diameters (Dh, NTA) are calculated using the Stokes–
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Einstein equation.[58,59] The hydrodynamic diameter distribution is narrow and gives the 
average diameter Dh, NTA, MAX = 24.0 nm (Figure 6c). This value is notably smaller than Dh = 
30.3 nm obtained by DLS (Figure 6a). This shift is reasonably attributed to the fact that NTA 
gives by nature access to number weighted hydrodynamic diameter distributions whereas 
DLS consists of mass weighted distributions.[69,70] No shift is thus observed for strictly 
speaking monodisperse samples(what is presently not the case). Both characterization 
methods are complementary and in very good agreement. 
AFM and TEM imaging are performed on Tri-GSO-POx11, showing dry spherical 
nanoparticles (Figure 7a and 7c). As for T-MO-POx25, no drastic coalescence or aggregation 
of nanoparticles is observed. The average height HAFM, MAX = 5.5 nm and the average diameter 
DTEM, MAX = 11.1nm are obtained by the statistic treatment of the AFM and TEM images, 
respectively (Figure 7b and 7d). This difference lies on different affinities of the nanoparticles 
with the substrates (silica wafer and glow discharged carbon coated copper grid, respectively) 
combined with weaker mechanical resistance in the unswollen state of the nanoparticles based 
on Tri-GSO-POx11 compared to the ones based on T-MO-POx25 (they spread a bit, mainly on 
the silica wafer). Indeed, these two values differ by a factor of 4 and 2, respectively, from the 
value Dh = 20.4 nm obtained by DLS (Figure 6a). Thus, the drying step affects more strongly 
the nanoparticles based on Tri-GSO-POx11in terms ofcharacteristic size, but not in terms of 
morphology. 
 
5. Effect of the concentration on the LipoPOx copolymer self-assembly in water: 
Todetermine the possible influence of the copolymer concentration on the self-assembly, the 
Dh-values are measured by DLS for T-MO-POx55 (having a T-shape) and Tri-GSO-POx56 
(having a trident-shape) copolymer suspensions (Figure 8). In the studied concentration range 
going from 1 to 4 mg mL-1 (i.e. for concentrations above the typical CMC-value discussed in 
paragraph 1), the Dh-values remain constant at about 15.0 and 32.0 nm, respectively. 
In order to go further on the interpretation of the results, and knowing that polyoxazoline is a 
semi-rigid molecule with a persistence length lP = 2.0 nm,[44] we propose to have a close look 
at the morphology of the self-assembled LipoPOx copolymer structure: micelle or other 
structure? The notion of persistence length is strongly correlated to worm-like chain 
model[71,72] valid for semi-flexible polymers in dilute solution and could be used to appreciate, 
in a first approximation, the mean-square diameter of gyration (DG): ܦ�2 = 4��ܮܥ
3
− 4��2 + 8��3ܮܥ − 8��4ܮܥ2  1 − ���  −ܮܥ��    
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(Equation 1)[71,72] 
Where LC designates the contour length. The trident-shape compound having quite a complex 
structure which cannot be rendered by the simplicity of the chosen equation, we should at that 
point focus on the T-shape compound (T-MO-POx55). For n = 55, making the hypothesis that 
the lipophilic block behaves as the semi-flexible hydrophilic block (therefore nFICTITIOUS = 
55+(18/3) = 61), we get LC = 27.3 nm and DG = 7.7 nm.[73] The result concerning the 
nanoparticles with a Dh-value at about 15.0 nm, as experimentally measured by DLS (Figure 
8):  is not at all compatible with the simple star-like micelle model[74]for which the 
characteristic expected diameter would be roughly 2LC = 54.7 nm.  ishowever compatible with the worm-like chain model[71,72] valid for semi-flexible 
polymers. More precisely, instead of having a unique copolymer chain leading to a 
characteristic diameter of 7.7 nm, few of them (less than 10) are self-organized and 
constitute the nanoparticle so as to get 15.0 nm. This experimental higher latter value 
may also be due to the hygroscopic character of polyoxazoline[75,76]which contains 
numerous bound water molecules, increasing its excluded volume and thus the 
nanoparticle characteristic size. 
For these reasons, in the present case, the terminology “micelle” may be ambiguous. That is 
why “self-assembly” or simply “nanoparticle” should be preferred. From experimental results 
obtained from different amphiphilic block copolymers with molecular weights between 2,700 
and 20,000 g mol-1, Discher et al.[4,6] gave a simple unifying rule for the formation of self-
assemblies in water. For this purpose, they introduced the hydrophilic ratio (fHYDRO), defined 
as the ratio of the hydrophilic part to the total mass, which is equal in our case to 94 and 85 % 
for T-MO-POx55(with a molecular weight of about 5,190 g mol-1)[77] and Tri-GSO-POx56 
(with a molecular weight of about 5,840 g mol-1),[77] respectively. Both values are notably 
higher than the minimum required value fHYDRO = 45 %[4,6]from which direct structures 
(which cannot be vesicles) are expected to form in water. 
 
6. Mixtures of LipoPOx copolymers / Mixtures of solvents: 
When mixing together the T-MO-POx25 and Tri-GSO-POx56 powders in the weight ratios 
90/10 and 98/2 w/w% before adding water, the relaxation time distributions obtained from the 
autocorrelation functions measured by DLS at a scattering angle of 90° show for both systems 
a bimodal exponential decay (Figure 9a). The calculated Dh-values reach roughly 10.0 and 
50.0 nm, almost independently on the feed ratio (Figure 9b). These two values differ by a 
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factor of 5, much more than the factorof 3 mentioned by Trushkevychet al.[65] andconsidered 
as the low resolution limit from which two size distributions of nanoparticles can be 
unambiguously distinguished by DLS.The fact that the two peaks appearing in the relaxation 
time distributions have more or less the same surfacearea (Figure 9a, in the case of the feed 
ratio 90/10) does not mean that an equal number of small and big nanoparticles are present. 
Indeed, DLS experiment data processing with the CONTIN analysis leads to mass weighted 
hydrodynamic diameter distributions: Bigger nanoparticles contribute much stronger.[69,70] 
Thus, to convert simply such mass weighted distributions into number weighted 
distributions[59] – what may be more pragmatic to the physico-chemist – the hypotheses are 
that hard sphere-like nanoparticles are present and that the small (characterized by an 
hydrodynamic diameter Dh, SMALL) and big (characterized by an hydrodynamic diameter Dh, 
BIG) nanoparticles have the same density. In that case, we have: �ܰܯܣܮܮܰܤ�� =  ܦℎ , ܤ��ܦℎ , �ܯܣܮܮ 3  ܣ�ܯܣܮܮ1 − ܣ�ܯܣܮܮ  
(Equation 2)[59] 
Where NSMALL designates the number of small nanoparticles, NBIG is the number of big 
nanoparticles and ASMALL represents in the relaxation time distribution the percentage of the 
total surface area corresponding to the surface area under the peak related to the small 
nanoparticles. In the present example (Figure 9a), we have Dh, SMALL = 10.8 nm, Dh, BIG = 54.0 
nm and ASMALL = 34%. Thus, we get NSMALL = 64.4NBIG. Therefore, small nanoparticles are 
the majority, making up 98 % of the nanoparticles in number. Regarding the assignment of 
the two here above discussed peaks, when comparing with Figures4 and 6a, the peak related 
to the small nanoparticles can be reasonably attributed to the pure T-MO-POx25 copolymer 
whereas the peak related to the big nanoparticles may consist of the Tri-GSO-POx56 
copolymer whose outer part is filled and rendered more compact and larger by the much 
mobile and a bit much hydrophilic T-MO-POx25 copolymer. 
Is it relevant to think that small lipophilicmolecules can easily enter in the lipophilicinner part 
of the nanoparticles in aqueous medium (or the opposite using small hydrophilic molecules in 
organic medium)? For this purpose, Tri-GSO-POx56 at 1 and 2 mg mL-1 in toluene (Figure 
10a) and water (Figure 10b), respectively, are subsequently mixed and sonicated with their 
associated immiscible solvent (water and toluene, respectively). We get stable suspensions 
whose relaxation time distributions obtained by DLS at a scattering angle of 90° show 
systematically a bimodal exponential decay. The Dh-values are roughly 36.0 and220nm 
(Figure 10). When comparing with Figure 6a, the small-scale objects are assigned to 
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nanoparticles based on Tri-GSO-POx56 slightly swollen by water (or toluene). The shift 
towards bigger sizes can be reasonably attributed to little variations in the solute viscosity and 
refractive index when adding the non-miscible compound. These variations are not easy to 
estimate due to the fact that part of the non-miscible compound may be effectively 
encapsulated. The large-scale objects can result in droplets of the immiscible solvent 
stabilized by the Tri-GSO-POx56 copolymer. The error bars are large, particularly in the case 
of toluene into water (leading to direct oil-into-water suspensions) (typically 46 % in relative 
value), suggesting that the stabilization is not so effective. Before the addition of the 
immiscible solvent, the Dh-values are higher in water compared to toluene, they differ by 16 
%. This behavior is due to the hydrophilic and even hygroscopic character of 
polyoxazoline[75,76] and also to the fact that the Tri-GSO-POx56 compound is highly 
unsymmetric in terms of steric hindrance of the lipophilic and hydrophilic blocks (Figure 1). 
Thus, the spatial organizations of the direct and inverted nanoparticles are not equivalent. 
 
Conclusion: 
 
Original and amphiphilic partially natural copolymers based on polyoxazoline and grape seed 
vegetable oil derivatives were synthesized with linear, T- and trident-structure. All these 
structures are found to spontaneously self-organize in water in monomodal, narrow and stable 
colloidal suspensions as shown using DLS experiments. Globaly, the obtained Dh-values are 
at the nanometer-scale and range from 8.6 to 32.5 nm. Specifically, the nanoparticle 
characteristic size increases strongly with increasing natural block (i.e. lipophilic block) 
length, from 10.1 nm (for C19) to 19.2 nm (for C57) due to higher hydrophobic interactions (all 
other things being held constant). Furthermore, Dh-values slightly increase with the 
polyoxazoline (i.e. hydrophilic block) length, for both T- and trident-shape. Therefore, the 
first order size effect comes from the natural block whereas the characteristic size can be 
tuned more finely (i.e. in a second order) by choosing appropriately the polyoxazoline length. 
The results of the characteristic sizes obtained by DLS on the copolymer suspensions are in 
very good agreement withNTAexperiments as well as AFM and TEM imaging techniques 
where well-definedspherical and individual nanoparticles exhibit a remarkable mechanical 
resistance upon drying. Moreover, changing the lipophilic block architecture from a linear to 
a T-shape generates a branching and thus a shrinking by a factor of 2 of the nanoparticle 
volume, as shown by DLS on the copolymer suspensions. The presently described use of 
grape seed vegetable oil derivativesaslipophilic block(or natural sugar derivatives as 
- 14 - 
 
hydrophilic block as found elsewhere),[20,24,78]sustainable renewable resources, and the 
demonstrated tunability of their self-assembling physico-chemicalproperties are of great 
interest for biomass valorization at the nanoscale level. 
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Figure 1.Chemical structures of the amphiphilic copolymers based on polyoxazoline and 
vegetable oil derivatives (LipoPOx): a) L-C18-POxn(having a linear shape), f) T-MO-
POxn(having a T-shape), g) Tri-GSO-POxn (having a trident-shape), and b), c), d), e) other 
chemical structures taken from the literature.[31,33,34,45] 
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Figure 2. DLS: Autocorrelation function (g(2)-1) and relaxation time distribution at a 
scattering angle of 40, 90 and 140° for: a) T-MO-POx25, and b) Tri-GSO-POx23 at 2 mg mL-1 
in water. Dependence of the relaxation frequency (Γ) on the square of the wave vector 
modulus (q2)between 20 and 155° by step of 5° for: c) T-MO-POx25, and d) Tri-GSO-POx23 
at 2 mg mL-1 in water (diffusion coefficient (D), hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) and correlation 
coefficient (R2)). 
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Figure 3. DLS: Hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) for a) L-C18-POx26, and b) T-MO-POx25 at 2 
mg mL-1 in water.[79] 
 
 
Figure 4. DLS: Dependence of the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) on the oxazoline monomer 
unit number (n) for T-MO-POxn at 2 mg mL-1 in water.[79] 
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Figure 5. AFM: a) Topography image in tapping mode using a silicon tip, and b) 
corresponding height (HAFM) distribution after baseline correction and its fit using a log-
normal distribution for T-MO-POx25 at 0.04 mg mL-1 in water dropped onto a silica wafer. 
TEM: c) Image, and d) corresponding diameter (DTEM) distribution and its fit using a log-
normal distribution for T-MO-POx25 at 0.04 mg mL-1 in water dropped onto a glow 
discharged carbon coated copper grid in presence of uranyl actetate for contrast enhancement. 
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Figure 6. DLS: a) Dependence of the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) on the oxazoline monomer 
unit number (n) for Tri-GSO-POxn at 2 mg mL-1 in water.[79]NTA: b) Image taken from the 
video clip, and c) corresponding hydrodynamic diameter (Dh, NTA) distribution for Tri-GSO-
POx56 at 0.08 mg mL-1 in water. 
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Figure 7. AFM: a) Topography image in tapping mode using a silicon tip, and b) 
corresponding height (HAFM) distribution after baseline correction and its fit using a log-
normal distribution for Tri-GSO-POx11 at 0.04 mg mL-1 in water dropped onto a silica wafer. 
TEM: c) Image, and d) corresponding diameter (DTEM) distribution and its fit using a log-
normal distribution for Tri-GSO-POx11 at 0.04 mg mL-1 in water dropped onto a glow 
discharged carbon coated copper grid in presence of uranyl actetate for contrast enhancement. 
 
 
Figure 8. DLS: Dependence of the hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) on the copolymer 
concentration (C) for T-MO-POx55 and Tri-GSO-POx56 at 2 mg mL-1 in water.[79] 
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Figure 9. DLS: a) Autocorrelation function (g(2)-1) and relaxation time distribution at a 
scattering angle of 90° for a T-MO-POx25 and Tri-GSO-POx56 mixture (90/10 w/w%) at a 
total concentration of 2 mg mL-1 in water. The deconvolution of the g(2)-1-function is 
successfully carried out using a double exponential function. b) Hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) 
at a scattering angle of 90° for T-MO-POx25 and Tri-GSO-POx56 mixtures at a total 
concentration of 2 mg mL-1 in water.[79] 
 
 
Figure 10. DLS: Hydrodynamic diameter (Dh) at a scattering angle of 90° for 1 mL of Tri-
GSO-POx56: a) at 1 mg mL-1 in toluene, when a controlled volume of water is subsequently 
added, and b) at 2 mg mL-1 in water, when a controlled volume of toluene is subsequently 
added.[79] 
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